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Summary

Applying diagnostics consisting in evaluation of deformation based on corrosion potential measurements it is possible to extend life time of technical structures and make them safe for people and environment. Development of anticorrosion techniques and staff training is a fundamental requirement for safe exploitation of technical structures made of new 7020M aluminum alloy. Corrosive marine environment enforces engineers and technicians to implement advanced anticorrosion methods to make life on ship much safer. The paper presents results of investigations of ship aluminum alloys subjected to strain test fatigue test and new method diagnostic corrosion.

New aluminum alloy 7020M for selected heat treatment is better than the alloy 7020 utilized so far. Lack of zinc in 5xxx series alloys results in enhanced corrosion resistance as compared to 7xxx series but simultaneously their stress properties are significantly lower. A method of corrosion diagnostic has been proposed aimed at increasing the exploitation safety.
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INTRODUCTION

The corrosion is inseparable natural process of environmental devastation of the material surface caused by spontaneous chemical and electrochemical processes. The corrosion in sea water and atmosphere is an electrochemical one which is connected with the flow of current and its density influences the intensity (pace) of corrosion. Corrosion problems are related to considerable part of engineer materials applied to the technology. Those materials are usually alloys of at least two chemical elements of large susceptibility to oxygenation. The contact of those materials with air or other corrosive factors causes degradation of their strength properties in result of material decrease.

The anticorrosive system is designed, to assured definite construction durability, to fulfill time of its function, called construction “vitality”. Unfortunately, the longer time is, the larger costs reach even more than 10% [2].

Corrosion problems of exploiting technical and sea objects appear where the corrosive factor is...
found. The increase of tension in construction elements results in the bearing section changes which are caused by corrosive decrease. Those processes appear as a threat to the work safety. The corrosion intensity depends on many factors, mainly on the chemical constitution of the material as well as on the type of the corrosive factor (gaseous or liquid). The final effect of uncontrolled process of corrosion are: failures the environmental contamination and danger for the human’s life and health. The natural sea environment is especially dangerous in respect of corrosion. That is why the type of the sea construction determines the level of safety threat. Devices and elements of supporting structure which proper functioning affects the work safety should be mentioned here. For instance, the corrosive defects of supporting structure elements of drilling platforms, machines, containers, pipe lines etc., may cause the degradation of sea environment. Similar danger is evoked by the corrosion of metal packages which contains hazardous materials such as mustard gas or pearlite. Materials which are mostly used in sea structure constructing are: hull steel, austenitic steel and aluminum alloys. Aluminum alloys are more often used in building enormous dimensions sea constructions due to their relative strength modulus, a magnetism and weldability. In spite of these advantages, aluminum alloys series are more often used in building. Highly-resistant and weldable 7xxx alloys have the best resistance properties among all aluminum alloys used in the shipbuilding. Unfortunately, they are characterized by tendency to stress corrosion in the sea water [4]. Alloys of 5xxx such as 5019(PA20), 5083(PA13) and 5754(PA11) are commonly used in hulls and superstructures building as well as in the equipment of light and fast vessels building. The 5xxx alloys (AlMg6Mn, 7020) as well as 5083 and 7020M (PA47M) are used for stiffening and plating of highly loaded hulls and superstructures which are joined also by welding. It applies especially to fast semi-planing crafts (e.g. motor torpedo boat), hydrofoil boats (e.g. ’Zryw’), catamarans (e.g. tourist crafts Bumerang) and to elements of liquefied gas containers – naturally occurring LNG (Liq.Natural Gas) and as crude oil refining products LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas).

For instance, in order to build 3 upper decks, stacks, superstructures, masts and the equipment of the longest, so far, transatlantic ship ‘France’ (V=66.347 BRT) 1.600 tones of aluminum and its alloys were used. Aluminum alloys are exploited also in various reinforced composites, means of military transport (also bullet-proof means) as well as recreation and rescue equipment, ect. [5]

Despite many advantages aluminum alloys need control and corrosive monitoring connected with the susceptibility on stress and fatigue corrosion in the sea water and atmosphere [6]. In the table 1 mechanical properties of particular ship aluminum alloys are depicted and their resistance to concrete types of corrosion are determined by:

a) average percentage decrease of mechanical $K_{	ext{um}}$ and plastic $K_{	ext{g3}}$ properties under the influence of sea atmosphere.

b) $R_{m}$, $A_{s}$ mechanical properties after corrosive exploiting under constant stretching stress in the sea water.

c) $Z_{m50}$ fatigue-corrosive durability for N= fatigue cycles in the sea water.

As a safety parameter, the ship construction engineer assumes the strength and probability of changes of exploiting properties in a result of heat treatment. It determines the usage of 7xxx alloys and corrosive susceptibility is minimalized by the use of protective paints.

**ON-SHIP CORROSION DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM**

Utilizing the knowledge on electrochemical corrosion, we can reduce the current loss due to corrosion, without additional investment, by up to 40%. Applying the knowledge of electrochemistry, we can monitor the progress of corrosion processes and response much earlier to accelerated wear by eliminating the damage origin and subsequent degradation of construction material or by using the methods of corrosion protection at right time [7, 8].
The results of corrosion researches given in the table 1 show that the corrosive resistance of aluminum alloys of 5xxx set (hydronalium) is higher than the resistance of 7xxx alloys. However, strength properties of 7xxx are better than strength properties of hydronalium.

The development of techniques for monitoring and combating corrosion can only minimize the effects of its degradation character and contribute to the improvement of the service. This is achieved through learning of the mechanisms of corrosion. Corrosion protection is prevention of natural destruction process resulting in the extension of life cycle i.e. from creation to destruction of the material. Such is the perception of the problems of corrosion and corrosion protection [8 9].

OCDS – On-ship Corrosion Diagnostics System applies to the recording, collection and signaling of corrosion risk of structural elements. Based on the registration of the stationary potential, electrochemical (E\text{C}) of the selected area of structure, not only marine one, one can give a close approximation, using the monograms (tabulated results of laboratory mechanical and electrochemical tests based on electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and its dynamic mode) of the initiation of corrosion processes and the state of deformation (strain) of structures for a given material. Fig.1a shows the E\text{C} registration system in selected areas of ship superstructure shown in Fig.1b.

This system is developed for metallic materials, which have a natural (or artificial) tendency to form on its surface, dense, well adherent, passive oxide film. For aluminum alloys, bi-layer film of oxide is amorphous boehmite and porous hydargilite. This layer is formed as a result of the alloy surface contact with oxygen from air or water. Corrosion of materials in the marine environment is electrochemical corrosion, which is accompanied by a current, which value depends mainly on the value of E\text{C} potential, dependent on the level of stress. This insulating layer of oxide must have the appropriate mechanical and physical properties.

Fig 1. OCDS installed in selected areas (cracked) of aluminum (alloy 7020) superstructure of the design ship 620: a) 40-foot 3-Deck superstructure being a test object tested with the b) following set-up: Data Logger (voltage record with its own memory and power supply ), separator and the mini electrochemical cell with electrolyte, which was attached to the crack of the base metal and welded joints [Patent no. P.394421 of 2011]

Passive state, protection (meaning there are no corrosion processes) ensures the continuity and integrity of amorphous boehmite adhesion to the substrate alloy. Insulating properties of the brittle layer prevent the flow of corrosion current (state 0) at fixed values of E\text{C} according to the diagram shown in Fig.2a. Properties of the passive layer and of porous hydargilite giving information on the risks of corrosion in the laboratory conditions are determined by EIS, and are described by the electrochemical parameters of the oxide layer.

Table 1. Mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of particular ship aluminum alloys in heat treatment which are the most resistant to corrosion in the sea environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloys in the state</th>
<th>Static mechanical properties for 10^{-5} s^{-1}</th>
<th>Corrosion resistance in the sea atmosphere</th>
<th>in the sea water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static mechanical properties for 10^{-5} s^{-1}</td>
<td>stress corrosion for t=1500h and stretching stress (\sigma_0=0,8 \text{ R}_{0,2})</td>
<td>rotary-flexural fatigue corrosion for F=50Hz and N fatigue cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_m (\text{MPa})</td>
<td>R_{0,2} (\text{MPa})</td>
<td>A_s (%)</td>
<td>K_{fm} (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7020M T625*</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>9,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7020 T625*</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5086 H111</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5083 0</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\* heat treatment of 7xxx alloys - T625 – saturation of samarium and time – 450°C/1.5h (430°C/45’), cooling in the heat water 80°C and ageing type: 20°C/6 days + artificial ageing: 95°C/15h+150°C/10h [7].

\*\* heat treatment of 5xxx alloys 0(H111- annealing recrystallize 350 °C with speed heating and cooling 50°C/h [8]
determined based on the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.2b.

$$\text{Equivalent circuit for aluminum passive layer:}$$
- $R_1$ – electrolyte resistance,
- $C_1$ – capacitance of the passive layer,
- $R_2$ – coupled resistance of the passive layer and the charge transfer reaction,
- $R_3$ – adsorption resistance,
- $C_2$ – negative capacitance.

**Fig.2. Electrochemical parameters of passive oxide film naturally or artificially (polarization in acid) formed on the surface of the alloy determined by EIS or DEIS: a) schematic diagram of the flow of corrosion current b) equivalent circuit of passive oxide layer**

Intact (without load) passive oxide film as the dielectric isolates the aluminum substrate from oxygen and the flow of corrosion current (transition of metal cation $\text{Me}^+$ to the electrolyte - which is sea water or the atmosphere - $\text{Cl}^-$-anion to the metal surface) and its further oxidation

**Fig.3. Mechanical properties of ships aluminum alloys, inclusive of their level of stress cracking of the oxide layer as determined by the DEIS and EIS (owner of DEIS method is Gdansk University of Technology, Chemical Faculty) compared to the properties of pure aluminum [9,10]**

**Fig.3.** shows the results of electrochemical studies of slow strain rate test of ship aluminum alloys. Stress level at which the oxide film rupture occurs and the process of corrosion initiates were determined.

If the rupture takes place in the elastic range (operating range), the "lifetime" of the structure is shorter. As it can be seen the problem concerns high-strength alloys (7020), which means that the aforementioned superstructure should be monitored in terms of stress level and additionally protected with coating systems.

**CONCLUSIONS**

1. Modification with Cr and Zn of the alloy 7020 for $\text{Zn}+\text{Mg}>7\%$ (7020M) resulted in an increase in stress properties and comparable corrosion resistance.
2. Better corrosion resistance is revealed by 5xxx series alloys as compared to 7xxx alloys, but they possess inferior stress properties.
3. Corrosion resistance of 7xxx series alloy can be improved using selected heat treatment $\text{T62}$ (artificially aged after saturation), in which cooling after saturation was accomplished in hot water ($80^\circ\text{C}$).
4. For investigated alloys the additional anticorrosion protection measures have to be applied.

**SUMMARY**

It is possible not only to increase the life of technical object but also to keep humans and environment safe throughout proper corrosion protection and monitoring corrosion processes. The development of anti-corrosion techniques and training of specialists are the basic requirements in safe exploiting of technical objects made of latest engineering materials. The sea environment has particularly aggressive corrosion properties. The sea imposes and requires implementing modern anti-corrosion protection from engineers and ship technologists which may make the work on a sea much safer.
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